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About This Game
A tower woven of memory holds the book of doubts.
It invalidates the structure from within.
My angel went before me. She saw outer paradise and returned to me.
Now I must find the book that grins.
Explore the remains of the tower Babil and encounter the terrible images left behind by those driven into madness. Rescue the
artisan relics that reflect the old world and give you power as you explore the new. Arm yourself with weapons, items and the
experiences from the past to overcome the evil within. Are you brave enough to follow your Angel to the top of the tower?

Key Features
Tons of semi-random floors to explore. Layouts can be learnt but item and exit locations will change.
A huge cast of enemies organised into varying encounter groups.
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A collection of different weapons and a bunch of items to find and utilise.
Tons of Relics to discover. Each granting bonuses for future attempts.
Level up with Offering experience after each attempt.
Unlock extra challenging modes once you complete your first run.
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Hunt down the Freeman is not a game. It's art, it's a beautiful, thoughtful and an incredible metaphor on life itself.
One of it's many geniuse design is the fact that you can't actually unlock any of the achievements. To normal people,this is just a
glitch and will dismiss it completely,but to people that have watch Rick and Morty about 5 times and that still,to this day, left
serious comments on Nostalgia Critic videos will be able to tell you that this is, in fact referring how we as people a have our
dreams,our goals,our "achievements" that we struggle to get,but in the end no matter what we do we just can't achieve them,and
I instead we are stuck in an endless loop of working towards an unreachable goal.
However that isn't the only brilliant metaphor on life that this game provides, in the second chapter I fell down an elevator shaft
and I couldn't get up no matter what I did, my only option was to jump in a hole that would kill me,but doing so would just
respawn me in the same elevator shaft. At first I didn't know how such a thing was posible,it was like this game wasn't play
tested at all,but then it clicked,this is how life is. A box that constricts us and brings us down,and the only escape from it,is death
itself.
So with all that said I got to say that personally I will refund the game,since I just lack the mental capacity to trully understand
the genius of this game.
10\/10 best Half Life game. A good flying arcade game with storyline but dead multiplayer. It may take a while to adjust with
the mouse movement if you played other fly simulation games, overall it's not bad.. \u041a\u043b\u0451\u0432\u0430\u044f
\u0438\u0433\u0440\u0430! \u0420\u0435\u043a\u043e\u043c\u0435\u043d\u0434\u0443\u044e \u0432\u0441\u0435\u043c
\u043a\u0442\u043e \u043b\u044e\u0431\u0438\u0442 \u0440\u0435\u0442\u0440\u043e \u0438\u0433\u0440\u044b.. The
Shogun 2 Blood Pack isn't the kind you find in hospitals. It's literally just a cosmetic DLC for ground battles that arguably ought
to have been included in the base game, what with sharp katanas being waved around by samurai and all. The only real
complaint I have, though, is that the blood spatters on the camera are just sprites that kind of get in the way when you're trying
to view the action. (Bloody screen, so real! Shogun 2 creepypasta when?) Other than that...pick it up if you want more BLOOD
FOR THE BLOOD GOD, I guess.. The real beauty in this game is freedom to tell stories both in small event chains or the
overarching narrative of a game, ridiculous stories like; being a swarm of space turkeys bent on eating all other life in the
galaxy, spreading walmart to the stars, being the ugliest beings in existence searching for love, trying to mate with anything that
moves, enslaving anything that moves, observing and probing primitive civilizations then eating\/sexing\/or enslaving them,
dedicating an entire civilization to purse a mysterious glorious space worm "what was will be", or even trying to play through a
game without purging the xeno scum, just crazy.
I've had this since day one and sure it's had changes, most better some worse, but it was always enjoyable throughout. As with
any paradox game this one will likely be supported and updated for years to come, this is the one to grab if you're wanting to get
into grand strategy.. Very nicely done route. Traffic is a bit light, but otherwise lots of details (so it's a tough challenge for your
PC). I have no idea of its accuracy to real life, but it feels and looks good, with plenty to see - nice buildings, space to get speed
between stops, and the trees and foliage trackside are some of the most convincing of any of the routes. Looks like they took
their toe on this one. Quite an achievement for a 2014 product. A must-have of the German routes, and a good pricepoint too
(compared to other routes).
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has potiential. needs more cultures as well. hope it never gets abandoned :). This soundtrack is a magnum-opus. The music
seriously has been playing in my head while doing household chores, walking in the city or town, eating (YES! Even when I'm
eating!) and when I'm trying to sleep.
I hope someday they include this in as a CD package. I can only imagine the beauty of the official art including on the case and
booklet. Even having interview of Jan Valta included would be a truly special work of art. Warhorse Studios has truly created a
masterpiece and Valta has made his very own magnum-opus to go with the former's opus.. Sorry, "best VR Ping Pong
experience" and "state-of-the-art physics" is just not true. the physics are terrible, i never would release something in this state.
there is so much work to do, on everything.... I rarely give bad reviews for games, but I have to this time due to the terrible
controls for the Oculus Rift Touch controllers. Next to impossible to pick up anything. If you find that you finally do, it's
clunky. Fix the controls and I I'll try again.
Review Update - 22-2-2019:
So I gave this game another try after the developer posted an update.
PROS:
1) The update definitely improved game play for the Oculus Rift. The game seems far more stable now.
2) I found picking up items FAR easier to do.
3) Interacting with the world was really nice. More interaction with the world would be nice.
CONS:
1) I'm still not sure why it's called "Bully Store". It doesn't quite translate. It's just a cooking sim. Should rename it to something
more appropriate. The name just doesn't fit, in my opinion. It's actually a bit misleading.
2) Not a lot of interaction with the world & not a lot of food combinations. Which, in turn, makes the game fun for about 20
minutes and it's over.
Wishes:
1) More interaction with the world with more food ingredient combos.
2) Add the ability for a 2nd player to help.
I have to say that I am quite happy with the update. Well done. Keep up w\/ the updates..
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game!. Very fun game, getting good deals is addictive :D. I have just under 2 hours in
this game, but I can tell I'm going to get a lot of play time out of this.
It's not like what I say actually matters, because everyone on steam has an opinion.
Here's what I like:
- The ambience is great
- Unique controls (I play with a keyboard and it's really not that bad to control. I think you'd have to be a derp to not be able to
handle the controls.)
- Material use require a measure of sustainability
- The in-game economy with merchants is clever
- Fishing mini game is fun
- Tasks / Quests feel like they offer progression throughout the game, not just a "Checklist" quest line
- The characters make me lol
Here's what I don't like (trivial stuff):
- I want to be able to move my house / customize my house.
- The combat is wonky. I can often hit a monster 178 gorillion miles away; I think that's probably because the planet is small and
the field of depth has to compensate.
- Only one game save
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Either way, if you liked Stardew Valley or Harvest moon, you're gonna love the♥♥♥♥♥♥outta this game.
AND
For my shekel pinching friends: it's cheap.
Who doesn't love a cheap, fun game with plenty of play time to offer?. releases a season pass that says it will include all future
content then goes back on that and stops including DLC in the season pass. vile practices by this company. do not buy
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